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ABSTRACT: 

 This project describes the many ways of the sexual harassment and impact 

comes on the gender discrimination. Basically, the sexual harassment with women’s is 

a gender discrimination and this projects how this harassment violates the 

fundamental rights of the citizen. Sexual harassment on women’ today is basically 

common today, this projects also highlights the reason on these practices which are 

going on and the type of people which carries such activities. Another aspect it also 

deals that how to deal with this problem and how it can be minimise. This can be 

present in many forms like verbal, non- verbal, physical and the visual harassment. 

Sexual harassment is that problem which a woman faces in her daily life whether she 

is in her home, school, workplace etc. the corruption is increasing day by day and so 

the woman related problems are increasing.  This project tells us how to deal with 

these problems and in what places the sexual harassment can be done. Many of the 

cases has also been mentioned to give clarity about the topic. This project was chosen 

after hearing about the IT companies and the multi-national companies and many 

firms from women’s who work there and after doing the research the issue it was 

discovered that many ladies are becoming casualties daily on their workplaces and 

80% complaints have been filed of sexual harassment. Most of the women don’t 

complain because of their insults and their modesty. By addressing such issue with the 

organization would create equality and the worker may enjoy job satisfaction. There 

should be a proper rules and regulations for the employees in the workplace to prevent 

such harassment. 
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Introduction: Basically, the sexual harassment during the workplace of women is 

becoming the most popular crime. The 90% of the women are facing this kind of 

things at workplace for the positions, ranks, marks etc. the women are not safe 

anywhere whether it is office, home, or any of the place. Right now, I am writing and 

sharing my views some other girl is being raped or sexually harassed. because of these 

crimes only the women are not feeling safe in society. All the forms that are violence 

against the women and cause the injury can be assumed as the sexual harassment and 

it is the most ubiquitous insidious. It effects the women in all the way whether it is 

public or the private it effects in the legal, social, biological, economic etc. sexual 

harassment is not the normal incidents which we just take it they just harm the dignity 

of the women and they harm the right of the women being a citizen and the fact is 

sexual harassment basically effects the women’s inside and their 

effects must be seen in their life whether it is the carrier, their work etc. 

 the Human Rights infringement or the discrimination regarding the gender 

that effects the right of the women’s regarding their life and the livelihood. The lewd 

behavior is the infringement of some fundamental rights like the articles 

14,15,16,21,22 of the women.  

Meaning of the sexually harassment1: Basically, a sexual harassment of is 

behavior that is of sexual nature and becomes mostly offensive for the person. It can 

be both the verbal of the physical behavior. It is done by a person in the authority of 

towards the subordinate {like an employee or the student.}. it is basically when a 

person or the boss, employer, teacher or any other authority wants something an 

inappropriate thing like the (physical attention, sex desires and many more) for which 

they need to do the offensive behavior with the person.  it includes many more things 

 
1 https://www.humanrightscommission 
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like (unwelcome sexual advances, request for the sexual favors and some of the other 

physical and social harassment of the erotic nature at the worksites or any other 

learning environment). For example, giving vulgar comments, abusing or whistling to 

a woman in the public place. 

Activities that can catch sexual harassment: Actually sexual harassment can 

be with anyone that is professor, teacher, peer, colleague, supervisor etc. there are 

many forms of sexual harassment that is: 1. By making any conditions many of the 

employee for any sexual favor or for any advancement or any success. 2. Doing 

sexual assaults. 3. Doing any request for sexual favor. 3. By cracking any of the 

sexual jokes. 4.any touching or any of the unwanted sexual course or physical contact. 

4. During any of the workplace discussing about the stories or fantasies. 5. By making 

any pressure to send or sending any photos, text messages regarding sexuality. 

Occurring of the sexual harassment2:  sexual harassment can be occurring of 

the workplace whether school, colleges, offices or any of the learning environment 

and there can be any whether it is physical, mental or emotional effects. “sexual 

harassment is basically a sex discrimination that violates the TITLE EIGHT OF THE 

CIVIL RIGHTS ACT, 1964”. 

Brief analysis of colleen at the worksite: Actually, this kind of behavior at 

the worksites are totally unacceptable and they are the infringement of the rights of 

the colleen and this let the ladies discourage and low regarding to achieve the success. 

Many of the women feels sexually harassed daily at the workplace which violates 

their rights by seeing this thing many laws were made in favor of the women and most 

newly which was made by the legislature. 

PREVENTION, PROHIBITON AND REDRESSAL ACT, 2013: Which is 

also called the RICH ACT,2013. This show was passed by the law-making body for 

protection of the women’s right during the workplace. This came was came in to force 

on the ninth December, 2013. It contains the 30 sections and 80 chapters. This section 

applies all over the India.  

 
2 womenwatch/osagi/pdf/whatissh.pdf 
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History of the act3: sexual harassment case: actually  POSH law 2013 was 

came from the story of the Vaisakha guidelines that is there was the one woman 

whose name was the BHANWARI DEVI ( Indian Dalit woman) she lived in the 

Rajasthan and who was raped b y the upper class people then she filed a PIL in the 

supreme court after not getting justice from the district court so after looking the case 

the supreme court has given the guidelines which are mentioned in the Vaisakha 

guidelines. Vaisakha guidelines came in 1997 but it was replaced by the POSH ACT, 

2O13. As per the survey nearly 88% of the female in any industry or in the multi-

national companies are suffering from the unusual behavior at the worksite.  As a 

report say that the 50% of the women are suffering from the wrong language, 

touching or the others favors like erotic favors. 50% of the women does not report 

because they do not know where to report and 90% of women does not report because 

of the fear. Because of the illiteracy 80% of the cases of women comes from the Rural 

areas as they don’t know what to do.  

Position of sexual harassment of India with compare to the other 

countries: 4China: china has the same problem that has been faced by the India. All 

people think women are the only evils of all the problems happens they also are 

subordinate position will men. If the girls or the women are sexually harassed this is 

because of their fault they think. Today also the women don’t have been provided that 

position in the place according to the men.  chairman MAO ZEDONG said ‘hold half 

the sky’ but there is no dramatic  

Position of some countries related unusual behaviour happens with the ladies: 

HONG KONG:  while as comparison to the China, Hong Kong is one of the 

leading international business centres in Asia. There visited a long no. of foreign 

tourist. As the Hong Kong is very influenced by the English legislation and the 

common law the Hong Kong deals with the sexual harassment that is “SEXUAL 

DISCRIMINATION ORDINANCE (SDO)”. 

UNITED KINGDOM: A shocking report of the UK says that the “half of the 

women in the UK have experienced the sexual harassment while at work”. The 52% 

of women’s have been the victims for the sexual harassment. Recently in case held in 

 
3 /the-workplace/sexual-harassment-at-work 
4 /sexual-harassment-different-countries 
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UK IN “MC’DONALS, 2019” it was held that MC’DONALS workers in the UK has 

reported repeatedly for the toxic culture of the branch for the manager. The manager 

of that branch continuously harasses the women’s out there and ask for the sexual 

favours.  

DENMARK: In 2017 DENMARK “was named as the second-best country for 

the gender equality in the Europe”. “Danish working environment authority (WEA)”. 

They have introduced this authority. Under the WEA the employer is required prevent 

the risk of the physical and the mental disturbance due to the harassment. 

INDIA: this country does not have any particular legislation on the sexual 

harassment. In India the position of the sexual harassment is very bad half of the 

women’s suffered from this crime daily. Women’s get raped, sexually harassed 

suffers from the domestic violence and many more crimes held daily in the parts of 

country. In India no. of cases from the slum areas and the backward class families. 

They treat the women’s like as an animal; toys daily do the domestic violence on 

them. Some of the families does not even give the education to their girl child’s and 

does the discrimination between the boys and the girls. As per the constitution Article 

15, 16, 14, 21-A are there. But then also families do not provide the education to their 

children’s. The women’s face many problems like: 

• CHILD MARRIAGE: The families does the child marriage of 

their girl child’s now also like the state (Rajasthan, Alwar) now also the 

marriages have been done. 

• DOMESTIC VOILENCE: The women suffer from the 

domestic violence also the family used the domestic violence also the family 

member uses the sticks to beat, use fir to burn the women’s, hang them in the 

fan, throw the petrol them, without the consent of the women rape her daily.  

• ACID THROWING: This is a very cruel crime which happens 

in out India. A new movie was released in India in Jan,2020 in which the 

Deepika Padukone played a role of Malti. Malti was the acid survivor victim 

her original name was Laxmi Agarwal this happened to her in 2006 and then 

she filed a PIL in Supreme Court after not getting justice from the District 

Court. So in the Supreme Court the new act was came (PREVENTION OF 

ACID ATTACK, 2013) the judgement was given that only the acid will be 
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supplied to the retailers who have valid identity but then also the women 

Laxmi not got the justice because she had filed the PIL for banning of the acid. 

• SEX- SELECTIVE ABORTIONS: In many of the states the 

women suffers from these kinds of abortions also. If the families get to know 

that there is a girl child, they just pressure the women to do the abortions. Now 

it has become a crime THE PNDT ACT, THE MPT ACT prohibits the women 

for doing an unusual or sex selective abortions. 

LAWS THAT ARE MADE IN INDIA REGARDING SEXUAL 

HARASSMENT OF WOMENS5: There are many laws which have been passed by 

government regarding the sexual harassment of women. many bills have been passed 

many acts are passed for the welfare of the women. Recently in 2013 the government 

has been the law regarding the IVF of the women. the women’s who go through the 

infertility can now take a help of the IVF. Many other laws have been passed by the 

government regarding labour law, maternity relief and many other like “THE 

IMMORAL TRAFFIC PREVENTION ACT, 1956, THE DOWRY PREVENTION 

ACT,1961, THE INDECENT REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN PREVENTION 

ACT, 1986, PROTECTION OF WOMEN AGAINST THE VOILENCE ACT,2005”. 

According to section 354A Indian Penal Code defines the sexual harassment and 

government has made many legal provisions related to the sexual offences against the 

women and these are as follows: 

• OUTRAGE MODESTY OF WOMEN6: firstly, as we all know 

that outrage means that an extremely strong reaction or the anger while 

modesty is the quality or state for being modest. Section 354(1) of the IPC 

says that the assault or the crime force which has been used upon a woman 

outraging his modesty will be punished for the two years. 

• SEXUAL HARASSMENT: According to the section 354 of 

IPC it includes like: 

1. It is the unusual touching or the physical contact. 

2. Asking or demanding for the sex or for any sexual favours. 

3. Making any sexual remarks. 

 
5 /economic-workplace-equality/sexual-harassment/ 
6 /issue/economic-workplace-equality/sexual-harassment/ 
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• Any demands for the sexual favours, misbehaving or just to 

have sexual desires wrongfully or by coming in contact forcefully with 

someone without the consent of the person asking for the sex. Any man 

presents the offence as indicated by showed in the stipulation 1,2,3 will be 

chargeable of confinement for a term which may be loosen up till multi 

years or fine or both. 

• VOYEURISM7: According the section 354C talks about the 

voyeurism which means in the French word voyeur ‘one who looks’ the 

man who looks secretly to the woman or makes the videos or captures the 

pictures of the woman, it a crime under IPC section. It contains two 

explanations: in the first explanation the man who captures the pictures of 

the woman with the consent but dissemination is not with the consent. 

voyeurism is practiced when any of the woman is doing the activities like 

taking the bath, engaged in some sexual act and man actually watches the 

act and taking the pictures of that. In the second explanation when the man 

is basically comes in the contact with the woman and captures the moment 

and gives the picture to the third party or uploads on web. Any person who 

commits such “act will be in danger for the confinement for a term which 

may connect till three years or fine or both”. 

• STALKING:  It is defined under the section 354D. stalking is 

basically the unwanted and the repeated surveillance by the person or the 

group to an individual. Stalking is basically to put the eyes on the person, 

watch the person’s activities, monitor, follow or to observe the person. 

Stalking behaviours are inter-related to harassment and follows the victim 

in person monitoring them. As per the definition it follows a woman and 

make the contact or tries to make the contact and make the personal 

interaction or the relation on and on paying little minds to a sensible 

absence of commitment by such individual or screen the woman by the use 

of the web, email or other person with a physical issue sort of electronic 

correspondence. As per the section in the first part relationship and then 

also tries when woman make a clear disinterest or show him so that man 

shall be punished with the imprisonment. Now as we come to the second 

 
7 https://www.healthline.com/health/what-is-voyeurism 
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part the man who man who misuses the technology by stalking the woman 

use electronic devices shall be liable for both the offence for imprisonment  

• “SECTION 503”: This section talks about that any criminal 

offence that any individual subverts a person with a physical issue to the 

individual or to the notoriety the in which the is interested. It also includes 

the sexual harassment that when any woman has been threaten to to hurt 

genuinely or the notoriety to her property then that individual and shall be 

liable for the imprisonment for two years. 

• “SECTION 509”: this zone communicates that the if any 

individual desire to attack the quietude of a woman or says something or 

makes a couple of movements or throw something, makes sound or do 

some activity that would be noticed or tries to intrudes the privacy of the 

woman that shall be punishable with the imprisonment for one year or fine 

or both. 

PREVENTIVE, REDRESSAL AND PROHIBITION ACT,2013 : It was 

made the prevention of erotic behaviour at the worksite in India so it was recognised 

by the preeminent court of India in landmark case (Bhandari Devi) so in that 

incomparable court issued all the rules and directions to the Union of India for 

enacting a law for forestalling the erotic behaviour at the worksite. This law was 

instituted 16 years after the Vaisakha discernment. Actually, this act was came for 

detention and to prevent the sexual harassment and the first came which was came 

related to the erotic behaviour at the worksite was came on 1997 and after looking that 

sexual harassment related woman is voidable against the article 14, 15, 21 etc. then 

the government made POSH ACT. And there were so many rules were made in this 

ACT related to the sexual harassment. 

THE VISHAKHA JUDGEMENT: In the 1992 the Bhandari Devi a Dalit 

woman was raped at the workplace so she filed a case in the session court and she 

doesn’t get the justice afterwards she filed the PIL in the supreme court. They have 

seen that as the woman get harassed at workplace so their fundamental rights also get 

violated. So by seeing all these things the supreme  court just because observed the 

glaring legitimate lack so saves the worksite erotic behaviour the person Right 

infringement and so after this supreme court drawn some rules for the employer in the 

workplace which were mentioned in the workplace and so afterwards as per the 
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vizcacha judgement includes : 1. Any demands or request for the sexual offences. 2. 

Any sexually coloured remarks. 3. Sharing the pornography. 4. Physical contact or 

any advances. 

Procedure to file a complaint : 8As per chapter six in the POSH, ACT it is 

defined in the section 9 and contains the complaints of sexual harassment in writing 

and give it to the inner board of trustees or the neighbourhood council with the time of 

a quarter of a year when incident was happened. Provided that any authority will 

broaden as far as possible from a quarter of a year if they are fulfilled with conditions. 

If any woman who is incapable of making an objection in the light of her physical or 

mental inadequacy or passing their legal heir and other family member can file a 

complaint. 

Damnation for the incorrect, spiteful and incorrect testimony: It is defined 

in the portion 14 in the law. Where the inside warning gathering or the local board 

after making an enquiry and comes on the end that allegations for the person is 

spiteful, Bonafede, false or the lady has made complaint against the human being 

maliciously or has given any false evidence so the committees prescribe to employers 

in company or on the other hand the locale official to take the step against  person 

which they have filed the complaint under the section 9 and have to deal with the 

strict rules as may be prescribed.  

COGNATE MOTION: The movement has been established in year two 

thousand six to protect the people who goes through it for the ravishment or the 

woman and girls or the woman who belonged from the low wealth community. The 

#ME TOO was originally found in 2006 and it was founded by the “Tirana Burke an 

American social activist and began to use the phrase “ME TOO”. Since the movement 

has provided a source for the women from all the backgrounds who have experienced 

the sexual harassment”. Actually, this movement came in 2006 for empowering the 

women’s related to the discrimination against the caste, creed, sex or religion. Also, 

the women’s who belonged to the low wealth community and have low standards has 

the right to raise their voice against it. 

 
8/institute/act_rules_procedure.pdf 
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ME TOO MOVEMENT IN INDIA9: It began in the October 2018 and 

multiple women’s coming out with the sexual abuse, harassment, rape, misconduct 

etc. woman named and shamed their abuser also. It includes the women’s who has a 

powerful position like Bollywood, journalism, media etc. our society is like the victim 

blaming the accused in most of the cases were scrutinized, the women are being 

trolled, hate and abuse. Some of were also accused of destroying the men’s carrier. 

ME TOO movement in India had both impact negative as well as the positive. The 

movement began on the social media firstly and they have provided a platform to 

report their account. The year-old ME-TOO movement firstly put by the actress 

Manjushree Dutta about the accusation of being harassed by the actor Nana Patkar. 

Many of the actors, singers, players, cricketers etc are trolled for doing sexually 

harassed to women’s in their industry. Many of them like Varun Grover, Alok Nath, 

Nana Patkar, Vikas Bahl etc has been accused of doing sexually harassment of the 

women.  

LANDMARK JUDGEMENTS CONNECTED TO THE PAPER:10 

•  ( MATHURA RAPE CASE) : The girl was in the custody of 

the policeman in the police station and there was got rapped they she filed the 

case in session court about the incident happened with her but the policeman 

was being successful proving that the cohabitation was done by the consent of 

the girl and it was proved that she was habituated so the session court not 

found any guilty and so as supreme court no found any guilty. 

•  (NIRBHAYA RAPE CASE): The incident happened on the 

night of December 2012 in Delhi the girl who took the bus to reach her home 

got rapped by five men. Four of them was adult as one was under the age. 

They put the rod inside the vagina of the girl and taken out the intestine. That 

was so horror incident happened that every girl or women scared of it. Three 

of them was hanged till death in march,2020 and one has completed his 

juvenile and one hanged himself in Tihar jail. 

• (PAST HISTORY CASE): The policeman on one night went to 

hit of that woman and he also tried to enthral her and outrage her modesty. 

Afterwards when she filed the petition in the session court so the court decided 
 

9 /wiki/Me_Too_movement_(India) 
10 https://blog.ipleaders.in/landmark-judgments-on-sexual-harassment/ 
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that the woman has bad character and we can’t put the allegations on the 

policeman afterwards when the PIL was filed afterwards in the supreme court 

so the court has said that the character doesn’t matter. In rape cases we don’t 

see the previous character of the woman and does the erotic behaviour with 

woman is infringement of the legal rights.  

• (OUTRAGING MODESTY CASE): In this case it has meaning 

of the word modesty and the privacy and will said that any kind harassment 

done with the women’s in the private and the public it will be considered as 

the offence. 

• (GENDER DISCRIMINATION CASE): The court has said 

that in this case the sexual harassment is the gender discrimination for the 

women’s and the infringement of the lady’s legal rights 

Conclusion: 

Inappropriate behavior with the ladies at working environment is one of the major 

problems in the recent year. It can be present in to various forms such as the physical, 

verbal’s, non-verbal and the visual sexual harassment. The research study has clearly 

revealed that it is still practical in most of the workplaces by addressing such issue 

with the organization would create equality and the workers may enjoy job 

satisfaction. Sexual harassment is the biggest problem occurring daily in the women’s 

life. Women in all walks of her life, on the streets, road, public transportation, forms 

in the educational institutes and in the workplace are helpless of protecting themselves 

from these types of harassment and this has been created the alarming situation in 

many countries in the world. The sexual harassment occurrence every time, 

everywhere and every day. It was said with different nation in India it has been called 

‘eve-teasing’ and in France it is called by “droit de envisage or sexual blackmail”. 

“sekue hara” in japan. ‘Sexual molestation’ in Italy. Gatal or miang in Malay etc. all 

the problems like sexual exploitation, torture, brutally treated likewise misuse of 

women her stayed as it were in addressed. In India the term improper conduct was 

directly off the bat used in formal legitimate sense by the superior court in the 1997. 

in the Vaisakha case from rising number complaints of sexual harassment. It is 

evident that there should be new law passed for the prevention. They should improve 

the awareness of the inapposite behavior because inappropriate behavior is increasing 

day to day, hence women are not safe at all. Hence, I would like to say that 
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government should make some strict rules regard the harassment of the women. And 

the companies must adopt the policies of preventing sexual harassment to not only 

safeguard their employees and their bank account.   
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